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Abstract

Among mental disorder associated with HIV infection, dementia is the one
most likely to have a major impact on public health, both as a result of the
high levels of individual disability, and the greater demand of health care
resource utilization. Epidemiologic and economic impact of HIV-associated
dementia needs to be estimated, in order to provide policy makers and
health managers with the information required for decision making and
resource allocation. An increase in HIV encephalopathy prevalence rates
may be expected as a consequence of longer survival time in dementia
patients and in patients with other AIDS defining disease (longer survival
increases the risk of developing HIV encephalopathy). A resource utilization
study shows that, in the chronic stage of the disease, in-patient days per
person-year are almost double in AIDS subjects with neurological
complications as compared with those without neurological complications;
no major difference appears when considering out-patients consultations and
day-care treatment. In conclusion, a significant rise in resource utilization
and in related costs may be anticipated as a consequence of the increasing
prevalence of HIV encephalopathy. Further studies seem necessary to
compare different approaches in the management of this debilitating disease,
in view of a more rational utilization and allocation of resources.

Introduction

The recent introduction of more effective antiretroviral drugs has proved to
determine longer survival times in persons with AIDS, with a possible rise
in services utilization and related costs, especially for the chronic stage of
the disease. Among mental disorders associated with HIV infection,
dementia is the one most likely to have a major impact on public health,
both as a result of the high levels of assistance required for individual
disability, and of the greater health care resource utilization it invokes. The
epidemiological and economic impact of HIV-associated dementia needs to
be estimated, in order to provide policy makers and health managers with
the information required for decision-making and resource allocation.

Clinical picture

HIV-1-associated dementia is characterized by cognitive, behavioural and
motor symptoms [1]. Early cognitive symptoms include forgetfulness, loss of
concentration, mental slowing, and reduced performance on sequential
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mental activities. Early behavioural symptoms  include apathy, reduced
spontaneity and emotional responsivity, along with social withdrawal.
Depression, irritability or emotional lability, agitation and psychotic
symptoms may occur, although less frequently. Early motor symptoms
include loss of balance and co-ordination, clumsiness and leg weakness.
In the late stages of the disease, a global deterioration of cognitive functions
and a severe psychomotor retardation is commonly described. Speech is
slow and monotonous, with word-finding difficulties and possible
progression to mutism. Patients become unable to walk, due to paraparesis,
and lie in bed most of the time, indifferent to their illness and their
surroundings. Bladder and bowel incontinence are common. The level of
consciousness is generally preserved, except for occasional
hypersomnolence.
According to WHO operational diagnostic criteria [2], three levels of severity
of the dementia syndrome can be distinguished on the basis of the degree of
the impairment in activities of daily living (ADL): mild, moderate and
severe. In mild dementia, independent living is still possible, whereas in
moderate dementia, the subject is unable to function without some
assistance of another person in daily living; in severe dementia, close
supervision is necessary.
The course of HIV-1-associated dementia is variable. The syndrome often
progresses rapidly to severe deterioration and death, especially in patients
with advanced systemic disease, but it may also prolonged stable phases, or
may fluctuate, with reversible deterioration occurring in concomitance with
opportunistic infections such as Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia.

Epidemiology

In the last years several reports on the point prevalence of HIV-1-associated
dementia have been published (Table 1). Day et al. reported that nine out of
32 persons (19 with ARC and 13 with AIDS), followed-up to determine the
incidence of clinical dementia, developed this condition during their two-
year study [3]. Authors calculated an annual rate of dementia of about 14% in
patients at CDC stage IV not receiving early antiretroviral treatment.
Reporting about an unselected series of 436 HIV-infected subjects, Petty
and Kennedy demonstrated the presence of dementia in 14 out of 58 CDC
group IV patients (24.1%) referred for neurological assessment [4].
McArthur et al. determined incidence of HIV-associated dementia in 492
homosexual men with AIDS enroled in the Baltimore/Los Angeles sites of
MACS [5]. During the first two years after AIDS, HIV-associated  dementia
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developed at an annual rate of  7%. Overall, 15% of the cohort followed
through  death developed dementia. The authors projected that 12 months
after the first AIDS diagnosis, 7.1% of survivors will have dementia.
Portegies et al., in a retrospective study of 536 consecutively referred
symptomatic HIV-infected patients (CDC stage IV) evaluated for
neurological symptoms, found that dementia was diagnosed in 40 of them
(7.5%); in six cases (1.1%) it was the AIDS-defining illness [6]. Finally, data
collected in Munich, the only European centre participating in the WHO
Neuropsychiatric AIDS Study, showed that the prevalence of HIV-
associated dementia was 13.3% in a representative sample of 30 subjects
with a diagnosis of AIDS [7].

Authors
(year)

HIV
+

stage

HIV
+

sample
N°

% of
HIV –

associated
dementia

Notes

Day et al.
(1992)

ARC
AIDS

19
13

28.1
Annual rate of dementia

Petty et al.
(1992)

CDC IV 58 24.1 --

McArthur
et al.

(1993)
AIDS 492 7.0

15% of the cohort followed
through death developed
dementia.
The median survival was
6.0 months

Portegies et
al.

(1993)
CDC IV 536 7.5

In 1.1% cases dementia
was the AIDS presenting
illness
The mean survival was 6.7
months

Maj et al.
(1994)

AIDS 30 13.3 --

Table 1. Current prevalence of dementia in persons with HIV infection.
Results of selected studies

A remarkable effort towards a more comprehensive understanding of HIV-
associated dementia epidemiology has been made by means of register
studies (Table 2).  Janssen et al., who reviewed all cases of AIDS  reported
to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, Atlanta, USA)
from September 1987 to December 1988, found that “HIV encephalopathy”
was present in 6,5% of adults, and that 3.0% of subjects were reported to
present it as the only early manifestation of AIDS [8]. Subsequently, Janssen
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et al. analysed the 144,184 cases of AIDS reported to the CDC from
September 1987 through August 1991; 10,553 (7,3%) were reported to have
HIV encephalopathy [9]. The proportion of PWAs showing HIV
encephalopathy increases significantly with age (6% in PWAs aged 15-34
and 19% in PWAs aged 75 or more).

Author
(year)

HIV
+

stage
HIV + sample

% of HIV
+

associated
dementia

Notes

Janssen
et al

(1989)
AIDS

All cases reported to
CDC 1/9/87-31/12/88

6.5
In 30% of cases dementia
was the AIDS presenting
illness

Janssen
et al.

(1992)
AIDS

All cases reported to
CDC 1/9/87-31/10/91

7.3
60% in PWAs aged 15-34
19% in PWAs aged 75 or
more

Table 2. HIV associated dementia as AIDS presenting disease: USA

These estimates, however, concern only HIV encephalopathy as the initial
manifestation of AIDS, since AIDS reporting systems do not ascertain
diagnoses after the initial AIDS report. Therefore, they may be not fully
generalizable. Longitudinal studies, aiming to assess the incidence of HIV-
associated dementia in PWAs, reported annual rates ranging from 7% to
14% [3, 4]. The annual prevalence may be estimated in the range between
15% and 20%.

On the other hand, it should be considered that the definition of “HIV
encephalopathy” is  slightly more inclusive than the above-mentioned WHO
set of diagnostic criteria, since it simply requires a “disabling cognitive
and/or motor dysfunction” (so that cognitive impairment may be absent, or
limited to a single domain).
With regard to the course of HIV-associated dementia, McArthur et al.
found, in their cohort of homosexual men, a median survival time of 6.0
months after such a diagnosis had been formulated [5]. In their sample of
ADC patients, Portegies et al. reported a mean survival of 6.7 months [6];
interestingly, they found four months of survival for those who never used
zidovudine and 14.8 months for those who started zidovudine after they
were diagnosed as suffering from ADC. As pointed out by Maden et al.,
longer survival time among cases diagnosed with HIV-associated dementia
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is likely due to earlier diagnosis and treatment, both related to the improved
clinical assessment and the evolving therapeutic standards [10].

European figures

All countries belonging to the WHO European Region have been reporting
AIDS indicative diseases to the register of the European Centre for the
Epidemiological Monitoring of AIDS [11]. The analysis which follows has
been performed on the European Non-Aggregate AIDS Data Set
(ENAADS), release AIDS9503, including cases reported from January 1988
to March 1995, from 12 Western European countries (Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Norway, Portugal Spain,
Switzerland and the UK); Greece, the Netherlands and Sweden were
excluded because they did not supply information on secondary AIDS-
defining diseases.
HIV encephalopathy has been reported as the AIDS presenting disease in
6.3% of the total 117,454 cases diagnosed in the selected period. This rate
represents the number of new cases of HIV encephalopathy as initial
indicator of AIDS disease. In Table 3 incidence rates by year of diagnosis
are reported: apparently, the incidence is gradually declining, from 1989 on.

Year of
diagnosis

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

AIDS cases 10172 13259 15307 17324 18964 20008 19947 2087

% of HIV-
associated
dementia

6.86 7.45 7.02 6.16 6.06 5.89 5.51 5.61

Table 3. HIV-associated dementia as AIDS presenting disease: Europe*-
year of diagnosis

*Data  form the European Center for Epidemiological Monitoring of AIDS, 1995.

HIV encephalopathy incidence rates are slightly higher among women: 7.01
versus 6.15 in men (OR 1.15, CL 1.08-1.22); this difference holds even
when age corrected (OR 1.1 CL 1.03-1.16).
With regard to age, a characteristic pattern can be identified: incidence is the
highest in paediatric age, lower in age group 15-19, increasing from then till
old age (Tables 4a, 4b).
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Age group < 1 1-4 5-9 10-12 13-14 15-19 20-24

AIDS cases 753 661 275 105 99 578 6709

% of HIV-
associated dementia

23.67 18.15 11.27 6.67 5.05 3.63 4.84

Table 4a. HIV-associated dementia as AIDS presenting disease: Europe*-
age group distribution (I)

*Data  form the European Center for Epidemiological Monitoring of AIDS, 1995.

Age group 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-49 50-59 > 60

AIDS cases 27658 31901 18523 18809 7521 3514

% of HIV-
associated dementia

5.65 6.00 6.05 5.82 7.30 12.89

Table 4b. HIV-associated dementia as AIDS presenting disease: Europe*-
age group distribution (II)

*Data  form the European Center for Epidemiological Monitoring of AIDS, 1995.

Considering country distribution (Table 5), some differences arise, although
no clear or  meaningful pattern can be detected: Switzerland, Austria and
Italy show the highest rates (11.38; 9.35 and 8.38, respectively), whereas
Portugal, Spain and France the lowest (2.96; 4.86 and 5.78, respectively).

Country AIDS cases
% of HIV-associated

dementia

Austria 1177 9.35

Belgium 1499 5.14

Denmark 1370 5.91

France 31312 5.78

Germany 10779 6.70

Ireland 421 9.03

Italy 25784 8.38

Norway 371 7.55

Portugal 2265 2.96

Spain 29447 4.86
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Switzerland 3831 11.38

UK 9147 4.79

Table 5. HIV-associated dementia as AIDS presenting disease: Europe*-
country distribution

*Data  form the European Center for Epidemiological Monitoring of AIDS, 1995.

The analysis of incidence rates by exposure group (Table 6) shows higher
rates in the mother-to-child group, among transfusion recipients and
injecting drug users, whereas lower rates are detected among homo/bisexual
men. However, when stratified by age group, only the lower incidence
among homo/bisexual men holds. Finally, a few data are also available in
HIV-1-seropositive persons also infected with HIV-2: incidence rates of
HIV encephalopathy are higher in this sub-group as compared with the
whole population of HIV-1-seropositive subjects, although not reaching
statistical significance (7.4% versus 6.3%, respectively).

Exposure group AIDS cases % of HIV-associated dementia

Homo/bisexual 40114 4.67
IVDU 48678 7.32

Homo/bisexual IVDU 1776 6.19
Haemophilliae 1967 6.96

Transfusion 2296 9.76
Heterosexual 15094 5.37

Mother-to-child 1573 20.28

Table 6. HIV-associated dementia as AIDS presenting disease: Europe*-
exposure group

*Data  form the European Center for Epidemiological Monitoring of AIDS, 1995.

Resource utilization and costs

Despite the major that HIV-associated dementia has on both the individuals
and the health care system, specific analyses of resource utilization and
costs have been rarely produced and hardly even taken into account in
planning the provision of inpatient and outpatient hospital care. A
considerable effort in this direction has been recently carried out in the
Netherlands, where a detailed study of the nature, volume and costs of HIV-
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related hospital care in different stages of  the infection has been completed
[12].
For the purpose of this paper, data from a Dutch multicentre, follow-up
investigation [13] and from an Italian longitudinal study [14] have been used.
Analysis has been performed focusing on resource utilization, i.e.: inpatient
days outpatient consultations and day-care treatments, in the period from
January 1991 to December 1992, for the Dutch study, and inpatient days an
outpatient consultation  in the period from May 15th to December 15th, 1994,
for the Italian study. A Severity-Mix approach, including both prevalence-
based and mortality-based information, has been chosen [15]; accordingly, a
further staging of AIDS, differentiating between a period lasting maximally
a half year before death (late stage) and the foregoing period (chronic stage),
has been adopted [16]. In brief, AIDS is considered as a chronic disease
implicating prevalence-driven need for resource and higher resource
requirement in the late stage.
Hospital resource utilization has been evaluated in two samples: (1) AIDS
patients without any neurological complication during the chronic and the
late stage of the disease; and (2) AIDS patients during the chronic and the
late stage of the disease, following the onset of neurological complications.
Inpatient days, outpatient consultations and day-care treatments per person-
year for the chronic and late stage of AIDS in each of the above samples are
shown in Table 7 (Dutch study) and Table 8 (Italian study). In the chronic
stage of the disease, inpatient days per person-year are approximately
double in AIDS subjects with neurological complications as compared to
those without neurological complications; in  the late stage of the disease the
difference between the two groups is about 20-30%. No major difference
appears when considering outpatient consultations and day-care treatments.
These results are consistent with those obtained by Dijkgraaf [17],  who
evaluated the mean length of stay in subjects in CDC stage IV. Patients with
a diagnosis at discharge of neurological disease showed a mean duration of
hospitalisation equal to 34.0 days as compared to a mean length of stay
ranging from 13.29 to 24.83 in patients without neurological disease.  Due
to the greater amount of nursing care and monitoring required by
neurologically impaired patients, the mean daily cost of hospital  inpatient
care showed to be at least 30% higher in patients with a diagnosis of
neurological disease as compared to other diagnostic categories.
The issue of costs associated with the use of services has been also
addressed by Beck et al. [18] who calculated total average costs per patient-
year in persons with AIDS in different diagnostic categories. Costs
associated with neurological diseases resulted in £17,892 (£14,360 for
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inpatient care and 3,532 for outpatient visits). This amount almost overlaps
with that estimated by Beck et al. (1994) for the “average”  AIDS category
(£17,880). More analytically the mean inpatient days in subjects with
neurological diseases were 36.8 (other diagnostic categories ranged between
15.6 and 83.7), while the mean outpatient visits were 17.4 (other diagnostic
categories varied from 7.9 to 20.3). The cost per inpatient days was £390
(other diagnostic categories from £334 to £433), almost double the cost for
outpatient visits, which was £203 (other diagnostic categories: from £99 to
£411).

Stage
Inpatient

days
Consultations

Day-care
treatments

Patients without neurological complications
Late

Chronic
77.2
20.3

19.8
18.2

2.8
2.9

Patients with neurological complications
Late

Chronic
100.6
38.6

20.6
17.8

2.4
0

Table 7. Hospital resource utilization per person-year by AIDS patients
(Dutch study

Stage Inpatient days Outpatient consultations

Patients without neurological complications
Late

Chronic
35.8
32.6

20.6
44.1

Patients with neurological complications
Late

Chronic
50.5
76.1

28.8
31.7

Table 8. Hospital resource utilization per person-year by AIDS patients
(Italian study)

Conclusions

Data reviewed show a slight decreasing trend in HIV encephalopathy
incidence rates in European countries, most likely related to the availability
of early treatments and to the improvement of clinical standards.
As resource utilization and costs are considered, data are more
controversial: some authors found that the use of services and the associated
costs in persons with neurological diseases were not substantially different
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from those observed in the “average” AIDS category, whereas others
reported a significantly increased use (at least 30%) of resources and costs
in PWAs with neurological diseases, as compared to those in other
diagnostic categories. These discrepancies are mainly related to the different
methodological approach adopted: when the “chronic” and the “late” stages
of the disease are considered separately, the differential burden related to
neurological impairment is more clearly detectable, particularly in the
chronic stage.
 As a consequence of longer survival time, an increase in prevalence rates of
HIV encephalopathy can be reasonably expected along with a possible rise
in resource utilization and related costs, mainly as for the chronic stage of
the disease [19]. Therefore, it is most evidenced that further studies are
urgently needed to ensure a more rational utilization and allocation of
resources, consistent with high standards of care and patients’ perception of
quality of life, and to explore the effectiveness of alternative approaches in
the management of HIV dementia.
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